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Free Online Scientology Course Helps Resolve Business/Personal 
Problems

A recent graduate of the online Emotional Tone Scale Course learned why 

the motto of the Scientology Volunteer Ministers is “Something CAN be 

Done About It.”

Have you ever needed to know someone’s motives, and you just couldn’t 

be sure?  

This was the exact scenario that prompted someone to enroll on the 

Emotional Tone Scale Course on the Volunteer Ministers website this week.

Not only did she learn significant information that helped her make some 

astute business choices, but what she learned also affected her personal 

life as well.

She needed to establish “a team of people who would work together with 

integrity, reliability, honesty, and good energy,” but wasn’t sure how to 

select them.  In a matter of hours, what she gained from her study of the 

course gave her the skill and confidence to accomplish this.
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“This has brought clarity with respect to some of the people I see in my 

office,” she wrote on completing the course. 

But far from this course only being about “the other guy,” she learned a 

great deal about herself as well.

 

“This course has been an eye opener for me.  I am able to look at my 

relationships and myself with more understanding and therefore patience. 

I feel like I am better able to bring together such a group,” she wrote. “I 

can see my relationship with my husband more clearly.  I'm more aware of

how I may seem to others and how we impact each other in our lives.”

As the introduction to the course points out, “Sometimes irrational, 

unforeseen acts seem to be the norm among our fellows.  The fact is, 

there has never been a workable method to invariably predict human 

behavior—until now.  L. Ron Hubbard developed just such a method, and 

it is applicable to all people, without exception.”

While Life Improvement Courses have been available in Scientology 

Churches and Missions for decades, the advent of the Internet made it 

possible to make an array of practical information broadly accessible for 

the handling of conditions in life.

Courses covering the 19 chapters of the Scientology Handbook are now 

available free of charge through the Scientology website and the 
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Scientology Volunteer Ministers website and through a Scientology Online 

Courses app. 

The Volunteer Ministers program was expressly intended for use by 

Scientologists and non-Scientologists alike.  Anyone of any culture or creed

may train as a Volunteer Minister and use these tools to help their families 

and communities.  And all are welcome to do so.

Equipped with effective technology to resolve virtually any difficulty, 

Volunteer Ministers live by the motto: “No matter the problem, something 

can be done about it.” 

____

The Church of Scientology has published a new brochure, Scientology How

We Help: Scientology Volunteer Ministers—Something Can be Done About 

It, to meet requests for more information about the program.  To learn 

more or read a copy of the brochure, visit the Scientology website.

####

In creating the Volunteer Ministers program, L. Ron Hubbard wrote, “If 

one does not like the crime, cruelty, injustice and violence of this society, 

he can do something about it. He can become a Volunteer Minister and 

help civilize it, bring it conscience and kindness and love and freedom 

from travail by instilling into it trust, decency, honesty and tolerance.”  
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The Emotional Tone Scale Course is one of 19 courses based on the 
Scientology Handbook, now available free of charge through the Scientology
website and the Scientology Volunteer Ministers website and through a 
Scientology Online Courses app. 
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